
Ring Size Selector & Options 
Why use the sizing charts ( for ring size Charts select pages 1-4 on your printer )

It seems that there are as many ring sizing options as there are jewelers or ring designs. So 
we decided that all our rings sizes would be based on one format so the buyer knows the 

ring size they are buying. 

One of the setbacks of buying online is that you cannot try the ring on like visiting a store 
but price is so much better online. 

The next best thing to trying a ring on is to use the charts. Keep in mind that different ring 
designs may have a different ring size. By using the sizing charts you know that the ring size 

listed is the correct size. 

When selecting one our rings the white area fits inside ring when using the first chart. If 
you want a looser fitting ring go to the next size up.    

Note that your finger size may vary since we often add or lose weight. Use a ring you have 
that you know it fits on our chart.   Avoid wasting money on ring re-sizing and needless 

returns that is a pain for all. 

Get The Correct Ring Size 

  The next best thing to trying a ring on - it works ! 

 Avoid errors when buying a ring online 

  Make sure your printing with 100%
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INSTRUCTIONS:
 • To obtain an accurate ring size measurment, page scaling must be set to “100%” in your print dialog box.

• Make sure to uncheck all “scale to fit” checkboxes when printing.

• Using a ring worn on the same finger you want sized, place the ring on a circle below.
The circle should fit snugly on the inside of the ring. The estimated size appears inside the circle.
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Landeau Ottawa Jewelry

Ring can cover circle a bit for a snug fit

WARNING:  Ring sizing rods /  sticks are not accurate. Some ring designs will fit
most will not be accurate

www.landeau.ca C a n a d a  &  U S A



How to Determine Your Ring Size
Method Using a Ring You Already Own and Our Printable Guide

Please Note:

• Consider width. The wider the band, the tighter it may feel. You may need to go up by
a half size.
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TIPS

We use same ring size selector that US & Canadian Jewelers use.

When selecting one of our rings the black area fits inside ring. The ring should fit 

snugly to the circle. If you want  a loser fitting ring go to the next size up. 

Note that your finger size may vary since we often add or lose weight. Use a ring you 
have that you know it fits on our chart.

1. Print this guide with page scaling set to 100%.

2. Place a ring that you already own (or have borrowed, if this is a surprise engagement or
a gift) over the circles to the right.

3. Match the inside of the ring to the circle nearest in size. The measurements shown
refer to the inside diameter of the ring. Ring can cover circle a bit for a snug fit.

4. If the ring falls between two sizes, order the larger size.

WARNING: Ring sizing rods /  sticks are not accurate. Some ring designs will fit
most will not be accurate

& Blue Nile Jewelry
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International Ring Sizing Chart
Diameter (mm) United States & 

Canada Europe UK 
& Australia

Singapore 
& Japan Hong Kong Switzerland

14.1 3 44 F 1/2 4 6 4
14.3 45 G 5 5 1/4
14.5 3.5 G 1/2 7
14.7 46 H 6 6 1/2
14.9 4 47 H 1/2 7 8
15.1 I 7 3/4
15.3 4.5 48 I 1/2 8 9
15.5 J 10 9
15.7 5 49 J 1/2 9
15.9 50 K 11 10
16.1 5.5 K 1/2 10
16.3 51 L 12 11 3/4
16.5 6 52 L 1/2 11 13 12 3/4
16.7 M 12
16.9 6.5 53 M 1/2 13 14 14
17.1 N
17.3 7 54 N 1/2 14 15 15 1/4
17.5 55 O 16
17.7 7.5 O 1/2 15 16 1/2
17.9 56 P 17
18.1 8 57 P 1/2 16 17 3/4
18.2 18
18.3 Q
18.5 8.5 58 Q 1/2 17
18.8 59 R 19 19
19 9 R 1/2 18 20

19.2 60 S 20 1/4
19.4 9.5 61 S 1/2 19 21
19.6 T 21 1/2
19.8 10 62 T 1/2 20 22
20 U 21

20.2 10.5 63 U 1/2 22 23 22 3/4
20.4 64 V 24
20.6 11 V 1/2 23
20.8 65 W 25 25
21 11.5 66 W 1/2 24

21.2 X 26
21.4 12 67 X 1/2 25 27 27 1/2
21.6 Y
21.8 12.5 68 Z 26 28 3/4
22 69 Z 1/2

22.2 13 70 27
22.4 Z+1
22.6 13.5 Z+2



Avoid Damaging Your Gemstone Jewelry & About Gemstone Treatments 
There are two main reasons why gemstones change color: 



How to avoid Jewelry Scams Online 

 

 
 

Get value for your dollars. You don't need to be a gem expert to know what is a fraudulent Gem.  

You just need to use common sense.  Landeau 

            With Jewelry the price says a lot about the product ! 

                                                       You get what you pay for !Landeau 

                 If you don't believe me, you will learn the hard way ! 

          You cannot sell Natural Gem jewelry for much less than $100 

Tired of surfing the web looking for the best deal ?Landeau 

Most times the best deal in buying jewelry is a bad deal.  In fact finding honest sellers is a big 
challenge today. Usually when the price is too good, the product or service is not !   Landeau 

              How To Avoid Jewelry Scams  

Follow these 8 Tips and you will avoid 99% of Jewelry Scams Landeau 

1-Many jewelry sellers will state Gem jewelry when in fact it is glass. With today's Technology they 
can make glass very attractive.   

2-When an item is less than $100 it's a red flag and when under $50 it is a guarantee not to be 
Natural Gemstone.  

3- They play on words - They call man made stones Gems. Technically they are correct Gemologist 
also call them Gems. But  scammers forget to mention they are man made Gems / Fashion Jewelry. 

The only valuable man made Gems are Moissanite Diamonds - they sell for $1000 to $5000. 



 

 

 

4-Consider this:   

The minimum real gemstone cost is about $60 *most are $80 - $300 US or more.   

The cost of a sterling silver ring setting is $30-$50 US 

Also credit card fees & advertising to be added to the cost $15  

5- They use Auctions to deceive you - bid you up with private bidders 

When items sell for less than $100 ( more like $30 ) the buyers believes they got a great deal. The 
scammer laughs all the way to the bank. 

6- Avoid Problems with a Solid Guarantee & Resolution Center 

7- A website with no identification of country location is usually a fraud 

 

8- I don't like Blacklisting a country because there are some honest sellers however, avoid buying 
from China / Hong Kong and do yourself a favor. 

 

Low Prices prices suck people in like a vacuum cleaner - beware ! There is a reason for low prices and 
it is not cheap labour ,it's cheap products. 

 

You will find that 95% of sellers are Frauds and you will rarely get what you think you are ordering. A 
lesson learned the hard way! 

 

Update New Ways to Scam You         

 

Scammers now add in their description typical info used for Natural Gems such as Treatment - 
Clarity. What they do not included is what honest sellers include: Lab created/ Natural, all listings 

should have this option.If you do not see this in the description,it is a sure indication of a scam.                      

 

 

 

 



 

Birthstone For Each Month 

 



About Gemstone Treatments 
You should know that almost all gemstones have some form of treatment. In most cases the 

treatment replicates what mother natures does except it does not take thousands of years. You can 
purchase gemstones with no treatment but be ready to pay thousands of dollars. 

 
Example 

 



Re-sizing Rings Options 
What You Should Know Before Re-Sizing A Ring &  What They Don't Tell You  

 We offer Sure Fit rings in our Jewelry Collections 

                   Re-sizing Ring Service  - Contact us for a quote 

              

 Stretcher 

Using a ring stretchers gives you the same result and a weakened Shank.  

Ring stretchers were designed for plain wedding bands for 1 - 2 sizes. 

Your Ring Re-sizing Options 

 Buy Adjustable Rings - Never worry about ring sizes again 

You tell us what ring size you want and we will preset it for you ! 

Quality Natural Gems & Quality ring settings White gold on 925 sterling silver.      

 The Best Solution Sure Fit Rings - Quality Rings 

 

 

 



   Tarnishing Solutions 

The Problem Of Silver Tarnishing 

Yes silver will tarnish if exposed to damp areas for a long time. The good news is that silver can be polished to restore its shine. 

Most of our Jewelry have a Gold overlay to prevent this problem. In the description of a listing it is indicated as : 14K White Gold on 
Sterling Silver. 

The most common problem is with Silver rings that react to sweating and it causes a chemical reaction with some people. One 
option is to coat the inside of the ring with clear Nail Polish. This can also be used for coating earrings settings for those who have 
allergies. 

Avoid wearing non coated Silver Jewelry in the rain and neve wear Jewelry in a swimming pool. 

Tip on how to clean silver: place your item in a jar or bowl with a stip of aluminum foil and one teaspoon of baking soda.Sounds 
crazy but it works. 

You can also use a anti-tarnishing cloths or anti tarnish Liquid Blocker. Available on Ebay - Amazon. Works Great ! 



The Charm Of Tanzanite 

About Tanzanite  

The most beautiful blue violet you have ever seen ! 

Tanzanite is a unique color combination of blue & violet that rivals sapphire and other gems in 
popularity . 

It was discovered in 1967 in the hills of Northern Tanzania, which remains the sole source of 
tanzanite to this day. Most Gems can be found in several areas of the world except Tanzanite. 

 * 

Imagine being the person who discovered a gemstone rarer than diamonds. What a story that would 
make and that is the story of Maasai tribesman, Ali Juuyawatu, who discovered tanzanite in the hills 

of northern Tanzania near the majestic Mount Kilimanjaro. 

* 

For richly colored AAA Tanzanite, 1ct is approximately worth $300-$425 per carat. 2ct sizes reach 
$450-$650 per carat. 3 carats and up will reach $650-$750 per carat. The changes taking place in 

Tanzania makes tanzanite a very good investment stone. 

* 

When Henry Platt, the President of Tiffany's, first saw the gemstones (tanzanite) he declared it to be 
"the most beautiful gemstone to be discovered in 2000 years". Tanzanite has possibly the most 

beautiful blue tint in the gem world - even sapphires can look a bit washed out next to a tanzanite. 

* 

Like Imperial Topaz ( depleted ), Tanzanite  availability is very limited . 

The popularity of tanzanite has grown, not only because of the marketing success, but also because 
of the gem itself. Tanzanite is actually much rarer than diamond and large, high-grade specimens are 

becoming harder and harder to find as tanzanite's availability continues to decrease. 



General Information – Rings 
Silver or Gold Jewelry 

The two titans of precious metals: silver and gold. Both beautiful, both classics, but which should you 
choose? 

The best place to start is to consider which color you prefer. Silver and white gold share a similar cool 
lustrous hue, while rose and yellow gold offer warm, rich tones. Think about how that color will look 

against your skin tone, with diamonds or with your favorite colors of gemstones. 

What exactly is a karat? 

The standard measurement of gold is the karat, which is divided into 24 parts. Pure gold is 24 Karats, 
meaning 24 out of 24 parts are gold. Because pure gold is too soft to be used for jewelry, it is 

combined with other metal alloys to increase its strength. For instance, 14K gold is 14 parts gold and 
10 parts other alloys, while 10K gold is more durable, with 10 parts gold to 14 parts other alloys. 

Alloys used with yellow gold include copper and silver. Rose gold is created by combining gold with 
large amounts of copper. When creating white gold, pure gold is combined with copper, zinc and 

nickel (or palladium). 

There are distinct advantages to both yellow and white gold. Placing a diamond with yellow color in 
a yellow gold setting can actually make the diamond appear whiter. White gold is a beautiful 

complement to exceptionally white and brilliant diamonds. Sometimes, white gold is confused with 
platinum, though they are entirely different metals. White gold and platinum vary in strength, 

resistance to scratches and shades of white. 

Why sterling silver? 

Since ancient times, people across the globe have considered silver a highly valued metal. 

Similar to gold, silver in its purest form is soft and delicate. In order to be used for jewelry, it is 
combined with metal alloys, such as copper, to increase its strength. When pure silver is mixed with 

less than 7.5% alloy, it is known as "sterling silver." Sterling silver is at least 92.5% pure silver and 
significantly more durable than regular silver. 



Promise Rings 

Today people tend to live together and not get married. Give her a Promise Ring 
as a sign of caring and hope. It will also tell the world she is taken.

So, what exactly is the difference between an engagement ring and a promise ring? Simply put, you 
give or get an engagement ring when you intend to be married, after a proposal has been 

enthusiastically accepted. The reasons for giving and getting promise rings vary, and often only the 
wearer and giver know what the promise is. 

Promise rings are gaining popularity among couples who may not feel the need to put a label on 
their relationship or stick to a timetable. For them, a ring is a symbol for people who move in 

together and have no immediate plans for marriage, but are clearly in a committed relationship. If 
an engagement ring comes along in the future, the promise ring often moves over to the opposite 

hand. 

Can promise rings symbolize other commitments 

Promise rings can be exchanged between friends, pledging friendship forever. Promise rings may 
also be given by a parent to a child as a way of saying "I'll love you forever." Promise rings may also 
be known as purity rings, and represent a pledge of abstinence. They can be worn as a promise of 

anything, like a commitment to faith, to a goal, or a pledge to break a bad habit. 

What do promise rings look like? 

Promise rings typically are smaller and subtler than engagement rings, and may or may not be worn 
on the traditional wedding band finger. Diamonds are popular, but in smaller sizes or clusters, or 

with gemstones - usually, the focus is not on the diamond, but on the overall design.  

Whatever the reason you want to give or get a promise ring, it's a beautiful, tangible symbol of love 
and commitment. 



Gemstone Information 

In the gemstone world there are a special group of gems known as phenomenal gemstones. These 
are gems that exhibit special optical phenomena, including asterism (the star effect), chatoyancy (the 

cat's eye effect).  

Since these phenomenal gems are fairly rare, they naturally attract the attention of buyers. 

 About Diffusion -  Is it as bad as it sounds ? 

Most star Gems have had diffusion with few exceptions in order to enhance them. Otherwise the 
price is $3000 > 

star phenomenal. It is a simple coating with heat treatment that is applied and will not fade. 



Royal Imperial Topaz   

  Untreated Gem 

This is the only Topaz that has natural color. 

 All other Topaz are treated for color. A little known fact ! 



Topaz 

In its pure form it is colorless (white). Impurities are what cause variations in color. 

Topaz exhibits pleochroism, which is the appearance of several colors in a single stone depending on 
the viewing angle.  

Topaz is often enhanced with treatment to produce the most desirable colors. The most popular 
color for topaz is blue, but in nature, blue topaz is usually pale blue rather than bright or deep blue. 

The brilliant blue shades of topaz are usually achieved by artificial means. 

Deposits of topaz have been found in Brazil, Afghanistan, Australia, Myanmar (Burma), China, 
Germany, Japan, Madagascar, Mexico, Namibia, Nigeria, Pakistan, Russia, Zimbabwe, Sri Lanka, 

Ukraine and the USA. Natural light-blue topaz is found in Northern Ireland and the UK. 

Topaz ranges from colorless (white) to yellow, orange, red-brown, light to dark-blue, pink to red, 
violet and light-green.  

 The most rare and valuable topaz is yellow, or pink to reddish-orange, and is known as "Imperial 
topaz" or "precious topaz". 



Ruby - Sapphire - Emerald Gemstones 

Most of these popular Gems get heat treatment to enhance the clarity and color. 

These treatments can not be seen with the human eye. It is all about improving the look and keeping 
them affordable. 

Some Ruby gems get Glass filled to improve the look. These gems sell for hundreds of dollars. If you 
want  Gems without heating or filling be prepared to pay thousands of dollars. 



Kashmire Sahhire 

The Most Beautiful Blue you have ever seen! 

Kashmir Sapphire - Ceylon Blue Sapphire 

Kashmir sapphires are no longer available except for small gems. 

A very similar sapphire has been found in Ceylon but expensive. 

One affordable option is our LC gems ( Lab Created ) has the same 

Kashmir beautiful blue.  

About Kashmir Blue 

Considered one of the most infamous gemstones in the world, the Kashmir sapphire 

 is so rare that is hardly ever seen. One exception to this is the appearance of Kashmir 

 sapphires in museums or various photographs.  

The beautiful Kashmir Blue Gemstone from the mines is no longer available 

since the mine was depleted many years ago. The only option to acquire this beautiful and unique 
blue is to pay a huge amount for the few that are available. 

The Ceylon Blue is the closest you will come to Kashmir Blue. 



OPALS 

The most valuable opals are Australian black opals and fire opals. 

Australian opals are the best quality and more valuable. 

Most opals come from Australia,some from Ethiopia and Mexico.  

Fire opals from Australia are bright multi-colors and the Orange fire opals comes from Mexico. 

  Amethyst   Rare Lavender Amethyst 

Since purple is considered to be one of the royal colors, amethyst has a historical importance as an 
insignia of power. 



Amethyst is a purple color, some deep purple to light purple and violet. Lavender is a light purple 
colored amethyst. Green is something known by gemologists as prasiolite a result of 

heating.Commercially it is called green amethyst. 

The largest deposits of Amethyst are in Brazil,Bolivia,Canada and Uruguay. 

Change in Color Ametrine  

 is a color-zoned variety of macro crystalline quartz. It is sometimes referred to as trystine and is a 
natural bicolor combination of amethyst and citrine. Color band combinations in ametrine can range 
from pale-violet to deep-purple and from pale-yellow to gold-brown. Ametrine's color split is rather 
abrupt and is not a smooth blend of colors. Both the violet and yellow colors found in ametrine are 

from traces of iron. 

Tourmaline 

Tourmaline gemstones can be found in all colors of the rainbow. Owing to its wide range of color 
availability, tourmaline is considered to be one of today's most versatile gemstones. 

Most tourmaline are completely untreated. It is the birthstone for those born in October. 



Peridot 

Peridot is one of the few gemstones that comes in a single color; peridot is found only in green. 

The finest quality peridot comes from Mogok in Burma, although Pakistani peridot is now highly 
regarded as well. 

Other deposits are found in Australia (Queensland), Brazil (Minas Gerais), China, Kenya, Mexico, 
Norway (north of Bergen), South Africa, Sri Lanka, Tanzania and the United States. 

Peridot is not typically treated or enhanced in any way. 

The ancient Romans called it 'evening emerald' since its color did not darken at night, but could still 
be appreciated by candlelight and the light of a campfire. It is a gem especially connected with 

ancient Egypt, and some historians believe that the famous emeralds of Cleopatra were actually 
peridot gems.        



 Citrine  

Natural citrine is actually quite rare and because it is more valuable than most other varieties of 
quartz, much of the citrine today is actually heat-treated to obtain its attractive golden color.   

Citrine's color is thought to radiate positive energy. It is known as the 'success stone', since it is 
believed to promote prosperity and abundance, especially in situations involving business. 

Although citrine deposits can be found all around the world, Brazil is the world's leading supplier. 
Other notable sources include Argentina, Bolivia, France, Madagascar, Myanmar (Burma), Namibia, 

Russia, Scotland, Spain, Uruguay and Zambia. 

Tanzanite 

The most beautiful blue violet you have ever seen ! 

Tanzanite is a unique color combination of blue & violet that rivals sapphire and other gems in 
popularity . 



 

 

Buying Jewelry From Landeau Ottawa 

 
We have been selling Jewelry Online for over 9 years. 

We have been selling on Ebay for a very long time and have earned a 100% customer satisfaction 
from Ebay.  We welcome you to see the Testimonials on Ebay and see for yourself the many happy 

buyers we have served. 

We sell mostly Natural Gemstone Jewelry from the Mines. Our Gemstones are of good quality, not 
perfect. They have minor flaws which makes them affordable. This is why we can sell eye appealing 
jewelry for hundreds of dollars not thousands of dollars. If you want flawless Gems be prepared to 

pay from $3000 to $ 50,000 or more.  

Note: the human eye cannot tell the difference between our gemstones and expensive ones. 

Two big advantages that allows us to sell at low prices 

#1 Over the past 12 years we invested a small fortune buying gemstones on the world market with 
the knowledge that with time the value would increase and it has !  #2 We are a small business with 

low overhead since we do not have crazy high rents to pay. We only sell online. 

Not all our investments turned out great ! 

We also bought stocks on the stock market and also lost a lot with 2008-2009 market crash. 
However, our Gemstone Investments saved us. 

Now we can sell Natural Gemstone Jewelry at Crazy Low Prices ! 

However, our Gem stock will not last forever ! Some Gems like Royal Imperial Topaz and Tanzanite 
are getting low. Take advantage Now ! 

Natural Gemstone Jewelry – Natural Diamonds –  Gemstones with Natural Diamonds  

 

www.landeau.ca 
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